Across
1. ______________________________ (end) and closing ceremony
2. what does the ear of corn stand for in the ffa emblem
4. what happened in 1935
5. what does the rising sun stand for in the ffa emblem
12. i believe that to _ _ _ _ and _ _ _ _ on a good
13. who welcomes guests and visitors
14. who keeps records of all meetings
16. what year were girls allowed in the FFA
17. i believe in the ____________ of agriculture
18. what year did the FFA and NFA merge
19. who was the FFA creed written by
20. who coordinates all committee work

Down
3. i believe in less _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ on begging.......  
6. ___ _____________ - presented by members in form of motion
7. ________________ - also called unfinished business
8. national blue and corn gold are the
9. meetings are called to order by the ____________
10. who presides over meetings
11. i believe in my own _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ to work efficiently
15. what should you have for conducting a business meeting